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Abstract: Two checkpointing approaches i.e., coordinated checkpointing and times based checkpointing are widely 

used in the literature of MDSs. Coordinated checkpointing protocols uses the less checkpoints and domino free but have 

large coordinated message overheads as processes synchronize by exchanging coordinated message. However, time 

based protocol requires every process to take checkpoint during checkpointing. Some of the time based protocols 

defines the timeout period tp. When this timeouts occur, processes take their checkpoint. If the checkpointing interval is 

too small then multiple checkpoints are transferred from MHs to MSS through wireless link and also checkpointing 

takes some time to save the application state. This approach increases the checkpointing overheads. On the other hand, 

if checkpointing interval is too large this may leads to large amount of computational loss during rollback and recovery. 

As a result time based approach has minimum coordinated messages overheads cost but has high checkpointing cost as 

it requires large number checkpoints than minimum but coordinated checkpointing approach have minimum 

checkpointing cost than time based approach but higher coordinated message overheads cost. In this paper, we design 

an efficient coordinated checkpointing protocol which uses time to indirectly coordinate to minimize the number of 

coordinated message transmitted through the wireless link and reduces the number of checkpoints nearest to the 

minimum. The algorithm is non-blocking and minimum process.  

Keywords: Checkpointing, Global State, Mobile Distributed Systems, Consistent Global State, Coordinated 

Checkpointing, Time based Checkpoiting 

 

 

 Introduction 

Checkpointing/rollback recovery is an attractive and popular technique which gives fault tolerance without 

additional efforts in DSs [3]. A checkpoint is a global state of a process stored on stable storage. In a DS, 

since the processes in the system do not share memory and have not any synchronized clock, a global state 

of the system is defined as a set of LSs, one from each process. A global state is said to be “consistent” if it 

contains no orphan message; i.e., a message whose receive event is recorded, but its send event is lost. To 

recover from failure, the system restarts its execution from a previous CGS saved on the stable storage 

during fault-free execution. Checkpointing algorithms for DSs have been extensively studied in the literature 

(e.g., [2], [8], [9], [10], [11], [12], [13], [19]).  Due to the emerging challenges of the MDS as low 

bandwidth, mobility, lack of stable storage, frequent disconnections and limited battery life, the fault 

tolerance technique designed for distributed system cannot directly implemented on mobile distributed 

systems(MDSs) [1], [5], [14].[Figure 1]  

 

Figure 1 Checkpointing and rollback recovery in MDS  

A common goal of checkpointing algorithm for MDSs is to reduce the checkpointing cost by taking 

minimum number of checkpoints and reducing the coordinated messages. Hence, the checkpointing 

algorithms having lesser number of coordinated messages and fewer checkpoints nearly to minimum are 

preferred for mobile environment.  
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Related Works and Problem Formulation 

 

Recent research in checkpointing has considered for MDSs [1], [5], [15], [20], [21]. In [1] authors 

introduced a two-phase checkpointing protocol to determining global consistent checkpoints for mobile 

systems. In their protocol, they proposed that checkpoint be stored on stable storages at the MSS.  In this 

approach, an MH takes a local checkpoint whenever a message receipt is preceded by the message sent at 

that MH. This algorithm has no control over checkpointing activity on MHs and depends totally on 

communication patterns. In [14] authors evaluated the performance of different state saving protocols and 

handoff strategies. They also suggested storing checkpoints on MSS. An adaptive checkpointing scheme 

which uses time to indirectly coordinate the creation of CGS for mobile systems was proposed in [11]. A 

hybrid checkpointing protocol which leaves an agent process on each MSS was developed in [19]. In this 

approach processes in SHs recover from consistent checkpoints during recovery. 

 

Cao and Singhal [5] achieved non-intrusiveness in minimum-process algorithm    by introducing the 

concept of mutable checkpoints to adapt to mobile environments. This algorithm is modified version of the 

algorithm proposed in [4].  Mutable checkpoints need not be saved on the stable storage and can be store 

on the main memory of the MHs and has not any transferring cost. In this algorithm, checkpoint initiator 

process (says Pi) sends the checkpoint request to Pj only if Pi receives m from Pj in the current 

checkpointing interval (CI). If Pj does not inherit the request, it simply ignores it. Otherwise, Pj takes its 

tentative checkpoint and propagates the request to Pk only if Pj receives m from Pk in the current CI. In this 

case, if Pj knows that some other process has already sent the checkpoint request to Pk and Pk is not going to 

inherit the current checkpoint request, then Pj does not send the checkpoint request to Pk. This process is 

continued till the checkpoint request reaches all the processes on which the initiator process transitively 

depends. Suppose, during checkpointing process, P1 receives m from P2. P1  takes its mutable checkpoint 

before processing m only if  the following conditions are met: (i) P2 has taken some checkpoint in the 

current initiation before sending m (ii)P1 has not taken any checkpoint in the current initiation. (iii)P1 has 

sent at least one message since its last permanent checkpoint.  If P1 takes mutable checkpoint and is not a 

member of the minimum set, it discards its checkpoint on commit. 

 

In papers [6], [16], [11], and [19] authors proposed an efficient time base checkpointing algorithm. The 

algorithm presented in [6] has lower coordinated message overheads but a global checkpoint consists of all 

the Nth checkpoints of every process which awoke the processes in doze mode operation. In [16], each 

process takes its checkpoint at predetermined time instants according to its own local clocks to make the 

checkpoint consistent. This problem is addressed by using extra messages for clock synchronization. In 

[11], authors proposed adaptive checkpointing algorithm where they used time to indirectly coordinate the 

creation of recoverable consistent checkpoints. It requires that checkpoints be sent back only to home 

agents, which results in high failure-free overhead during checkpointing [17]. 

Proposed Algorithm 

A. System Model 

The MDS can be considered as consisting of “n” Mobile Hosts (MHs) and “m” Mobile Support Stations 

(MHSs). All the MSSs are connected through static wired network. A cell is a small geographical area 

around the MSS supports a MH only within this are and there is a wireless link between a MH to MSS. A 

MH can communicate to another MH only through their reachable MSS. There are n spatially separated 

seqsuential processes denoted by P0, P1,.., Pn-1, running on MHs or MSSs, constituting a mobile distributed 

computing system. Each MH/MSS has one process running on it. The processes do not share memory or 

clock and message passing is the only way for processes to communicate with each other.  

As there is no common clock and processes do not share a common memory but every MH and MSS 

contains a system clock, with typical clock drift rate p in the order of 10
-5

 to 10
-6

. The system clocks of 

MSSs can be synchronized using the network time protocol (NTP). MHs start their execution with their 

own initial timer. Clock can be re-synchronizing with following two methods, to solve the initial time 

inaccuracies. 

B. Data structure 

a) Each process Pi maintains the following data structure:  

Proposed algorithm consider a distributed system which has a set of n processes, {P0, P1,….,Pn-1} where 

each process Pi maintains the following data structure. 

ci: a Boolean flag ci that is initially set at zero. It is set 1only when process Pi sent a message during current 

CI, after its latest checkpoints. 

csn: checkpoint sequence number of the process which is incremented after taking the checkpoint. 
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CLKi: clock of process Pi which shows the time interval until next checkpoint. 

CSi: a Boolean flag Checkpoint State CSi which is initially set to 0 which shows that process does not takes 

during its current CI. If process takes checkpoint during its current CI then it will set CSi = 1. 

mi: computation message sent by the process Pi.  

SCi: Each process Pi takes soft checkpoint SCi when its local timer expires and does not sends any during 

its current CI. 

Replyi: Each process Pi sends reply message to its local MSS of taking the permanent and soft checkpoint 

after the expiries of its timer.   

b) Each MSS maintains the following data structure:  

CLKM: clock of the MSS which show the time interval until next checkpoint. 

Minset[]: Each MSS maintains the set to minimum number of process which communicate through the 

MSS.  

C. The Algorithm 

When local clock of process Pi expires 

           If(CLKi has expired) 

      If((ci=1)AND(CS=0)) 

         {take checkpoint; 

          increment in csn; 

          set ci=0; // 

          continue normal operation ;} 

     else if CS=1; // 

          set CS=0; 

           if SC= T; // 

   set SC=F; // 

          else  

   continue normal operation; 

          else  

              set SC= T; // take soft checkpoint 

When Pi receives piggybacked message from Pj when its local clock has not expired 

When a process Pi sends computation message by attaching its csn to another process Pj through its 

local MSS, MSS piggybacked it with time interval to next checkpoint, to the destination process.   

Receives message (Pj, csnj, CLKM, mj) 

           If((csni=csnj) AND (CLKi ≠CLKM)) 

   reset CLKi = CLKM; 

   receives message 

           else if ((csni < csnj) AND (ci=1)) 

   take checkpoint; 

   increments csni; 

   set CSi=1; set ci = 0; 

   reset timer CLKi = CLKM; 

   process message mj; 

   set SC=F;  

           else  

   resumes normal operation 

D. Working of the Algorithm 

A process Pi takes its checkpoint on two ways: 

a) On the expires of its local timer CLKi : if its timer has expires, then it checks the status of ci. if ci=1, then 

it takes a permanent checkpoint, in another case if ci=0, it takes soft checkpoint(SC). 
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Figure 2 Working of proposed algorithm 

b) On the receipt of piggybacked message in between current CI: in such case it will checks and compares 

the received csn with its own csni. There may be following two possibilities: 

i) msg_csn < = own_csni : if it is true, process Pi receives message as a normal without taking any 

checkpoint. In Figure 2, csn of process P1 received with message m1 is equal to the csn2. Hence, checkpoint 

is not taken after receiving the message. However process P2 takes a checkpoint, after expires of its current 

CI it sends any message. 

ii) msg_csn > own_csni: it is true, process Pi takes checkpoint first and then precedes the message. If 

process Pi taken any soft checkpoint, it will discards it and set the checkpoint state (CS) is equal to 1. 

Furthermore Pi does not takes checkpoint, in the current CI, after expires of its local clock CLKi, if it does 

not send any message after taking the checkpoint and before expires of the clocks. In Figure 2, process P3 

takes a checkpoint before receiving the message m2 as csn received with m3 is greater than its own csn. 

Process P3 receives the message after taking the checkpoint C3,1 and it does not takes checkpoint after 

expires of its local clock. The      

Performance Analysis 

In this section we analyze our checkpointing algorithm by comparing with different existing algorithms in 

different context. We use following notations to compare our algorithm with some of the most notable 

algorithms in this area of research, namely [2],[5],[6] and [11]. A performance comparison is given in Table 

6.2. In this Table:   

Cair Cost of sending a message m from any Pi to Pj; 

Cwired Cost of sending a message in the wired link from MSS to MSS. 

Cwl Cost of sending a message in the wireless link from MH to MSS. 

Cbroad Cost of broadcasting a message to all processes; 

Nmin Number of processes that belong to minset; 

N Total number of MHs in the system; 

Ndep Average no. of processes on which a process depends; 

Tckpt Total time taken to store the checkpoint on stable storage 

 

Table 6.2 compares the performance of our algorithm with the algorithms in [2], [5], [6], [11]. Compared to 

Naves-Fuchs[11],which is also time-based , our algorithm minimize the half coordinated message including 

with involving only minimum number of process, so that the total number of checkpoints transmitted onto the 

wired and wireless network is reduced. Fewer checkpoints and coordinated message transmitted low power 

consumption for MHs. Compared to [6], our approaches involves only minimum number of processes in global 

state. For the size of the piggybacked information and the coordination message in the wireless link, our 

algorithm reduces the overheads compared to Cao-Singhal [5] with O(1) to O(N). 
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Table 1 Analytical performance comparison 

Algorithm Blocking time Checkpoints Messages 

Koo-Toueg[2] Nmin * Tckpt Nmin 3*Nmin* Ndep * (Cwired +Cwl) 

Cao-Singhal[5] 0 Nmin 2*Nmin*(Cwired+Cwl)+min (Nmin*(Cwired 

+Cwl), Cbroad)  

N-Fuchs[11] 0 N 2*Nmin*(Cwired +Cwl) 

AK[6] 0 N Nmin*(Cwired +Cwl) 

Proposed 0 Nearest to Nmin Nmin *(Cwired + Cwl ) 

 

Our proposed checkpointing algorithm has the following characteristics:  

Blocking time: 

It is clear that the blocking time of our algorithm is 0. 

Power consumption:  
In our proposed checkpointing algorithm power efficiently is high compared to [6] and [11], as only minimum 

number of process are involved in determining the consistent global state. It does not awaken the processes in 

doze mode operation. 

No. of coordinated message on wireless link: 

It has very less coordinated message compared to [2], [5], [6] and [11] as it is takes decision about their 

checkpoint independently and only reply message are sent through the wireless links to their local MSS.  

Conclusion 

In this paper we presented an efficient time based coordinated checkpointing algorithm for mobile computing 

environments. Our work is an improvement over two phase algorithms [2], [4], [5], [7] and time based 

approaches [6][11][16].The algorithm has the following good features which makes it suitable for MDSs: (a)It 

does not use any extra message to coordinate and synchronize the clocks as clocks are attached with the 

application message which reduces the coordination message overheads. (b) It takes reduced number of 

checkpoints because a process does not take any temporary checkpoint and a process takes checkpoint if and 

only if it has sent or receives any message during its current checkpoint interval which helps in the efficient use 

of the limited resources of the mobile computing environment. (c) It is non-blocking and takes checkpoint 

decision independently from the other. (d) It does not require tracking and computation dependency 

information. 

Hence our proposed algorithm takes reduced number of checkpoints, minimum interaction (only once) between 

the MHs and the MSS and no there is no synchronization delay. To achieve these all objective we use very 

simple data structure. These all features make our algorithm more suitable for mobile computing environment.  
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